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Synopsis

Gain inspiration from 8 pages of full-color photos. Create a stunning room with dozens of step-by-step projects. Want to ditch your drab drapes and so-so slipcovers and create a style that’s uniquely your own? Top designer Mark Montano reveals how easy it is to jazz up your windows and furniture -- without breaking the bank! You get expert tips on everything from measuring and cutting material to accessorizing, as well as savvy shortcuts and quick fixes. Discover how to:

- Express your individual style
- Choose fabrics, trims, and hardware
- Ensure the perfect fit
- Create no-sew or low-sew treatments
- Add decorative details
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Customer Reviews

I bought this book on the strength of Mark Montano’s work on While You Were Out and it’s fantastic! So many adorable projects, and most of them are super easy and you don’t even have to know how to sew well. You can use glue guns or safety pins and still get a really nice, professional look. There were things for kids’ rooms too, which I really loved. I made a window treatment for my cousin’s bedroom in one afternoon! Great book. Good job, Mark and Carly!!

It gave me tolerances and dimensioning that I was missing. I knew my window size but I didn’t know how much to add to the width to have a nice gather on the rod. This book told me what I needed to know. Thanks, B.
With the help of this book I was able to make a pair of roman shades for my guest bedroom and I must say they turned out pretty darned good. I'm going to tackle a slip cover for my wing chair next! The directions are straightforward and easy to understand. They also help identify those projects that are easy for a beginner as well as ones that take a bit more sewing knowledge. Good book to add to your DIY library.

Happy with my purchase. Curtains, draperies and slipcovers are so pricey, I decided to try my hand at the slipcovers. Am I ever glad I did! To have my old chair cleaned it costs $189---- so, get sewing! :D Very pleased with the results. Ready to sew another!!!!

This was given to my daughter, who wanted to learn to make slip covers and curtains. I went thru the book and found it to be good with detail about making the different items. I found this book easy to follow.

My home is 55 years and the decor and window treatments are truly showing thier age. This new arrival to my reference collection will allow me to update, modernize and generally breathe some life back into the humble abode. I highly recommend the "Dummy" series.
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